DESIGN INTENT

NOVA

TM

THE UNIVERSE IS CALLING
The Nova has taken a leap further into space than any ball before. Its revolutionary
core has been paired with an innovative combination of coverstock technology to
maintain the striking power you’ve come to expect from a Premier Line ball. So,
while maintaining the aesthetic that the Premier line is known for,
we’ve also brought the performance up another level.

BE SUPER LIKE A NOVA
The hand-built Nova is stocked with a potent supply of ﬂare, intensiﬁed
chemistry, and captivating aesthetics. Showcasing the new and

TECHNICAL DATA

dynamically intense Ignition Core, the Nova features a tour-inspired
design that enables better versatility on a wider array of oil patterns. The Ignition Core’s dynamic
shape forms elongated imbalance that visibly stretches from top to bottom on all four sides. This

COVERSTOCK

R2X™ Hybrid Reactive
WEIGHT BLOCK

Ignition™ Core

FACTORY FINISH

3000-grit Abralon®
BALL COLOR

Hot Pink / Lime / Jet Black
FLARE POTENTIAL

High

FRAGRANCE

Cherry Apple Slush

asymmetry creates a sizable deﬁnition when comparing the front to back and side to side. Now,
there is a potent imbalance between the X, Y, and Z axes which works in your favor. This greater
degree of asymmetry is responsible for the highly dynamic moves asymmetric balls can create.
Weight blocks like the Ignition Core rev up fast and ﬁnish strong with a more aggressive movement
down lane. Need some extra oomph? Then look no further. The Ignition Core pumps out more than
6” of loaded ﬂare potential! That’s more than enough differential to amp your adrenaline levels.
Putting it in R2X means all that power and be harnessed with skilled precision. R2X ﬁts seamlessly
between the R2S™ and NRG™ formulas found on some of the most successful Storm balls in recent
history. At an ideal 3000-grit ﬁnish, the perfect combination of length and strength can be achieved.
The etched Storm logo veriﬁes exclusivity and precision crafted quality. Take grip and ignite the
nova in your heart.

“Weight blocks like the Ignition Core rev up fast and ﬁnish strong with a more
aggressive movement down lane.”

